**Key results of CCDP impact assessment**

**Coastal Community Development Project**

**Indonesia**

**Project objectives**
To reduce poverty and enhance sustainable and replicable economic growth among the economically active poor in coastal and small island communities.

**Inputs and activities**
1. Fishing gear/inputs, infrastructure and training
2. Fish-processing facilities and market linkages
3. Marine protection areas and village-based integrated coastal management (ICM) plans

- 90,801 Total beneficiaries
- 27,240 Female beneficiaries
- Village infrastructure constructed 574
- Enterprise groups established and trained 1,629
- Environmental management plans formulated 180

**2013-2017**

- +33% Total income for fishers per year
- +43% Fishing income per year
- +28% Fish and marine product sales
- +79% Fish productivity

**Fish prices**

- +56% Skipjack tuna
- +19% Grouper
- +77% Bigeye scad
- +25% Prawns/shrimp

*Measured in terms of kg per cubic meter of boat per month.*
Trade-offs
Non-fishing activities, especially in the tourism and service sectors, should be considered in rurally and structurally transformed contexts.

Environmental sustainability
Deliberately integrating sustainable coastal resource governance and management is critical.

Lessons learned
Market access
Marketing support is crucial to overall economic viability and women’s empowerment.
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